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An instrument that reduces complexity and calibration times, improving efficiency 

and increasing capacity over manual methods.

Simple, accurate  
calibration instrument

The Calibration 96270A RF Reference Source is the simplest, 
most accurate and cost effective single instrument for cali-
brating spectrum analysers and RF power sensors and more, 

up to 27 GHz. Its precision signal level and attenuation, high signal 
purity and precision low distortion modulation make this reference 

source clearly superior to the general-purpose signal generators that 
are often used to calibrate spectrum analysers, RF power sensors, 
attenuators, and similar instruments. Its low phase noise provides 
superior phase noise performance. Unlike many RF calibration solu-
tions, the instrument is designed specifically for RF calibration, with 

a calibration oriented user interface that makes it easy to 
learn and operate. The instrument simplifies and speeds up 
calibration procedures, reduces opportunities for operator 
errors, and greatly simplifies RF metrology. 

At the core of an RF and microwave calibration system, 
the instrument covers more than 80 % of the test points re-
quired for calibrating almost all spectrum analysers of any 
frequency range. 

For many spectrum analyser models operating below 
27 GHz, you only need this instrument to perform the entire 
calibration. It is automated with MET/CALR Plus Calibration 
Management Software.

Key benefits 
Covers a broad range of your RF workload with 
a single instrument

The instrument calibrates a broad workload of RF calibration 
devices, including:
• Spectrum analysers, including higher frequency models
• RF power sensors
• Modulation meters and analysers
• Measurement receivers
• Frequency counters
• RF attenuators and components
• High frequency oscilloscopes

The metrology associated with calibrating these items 
becomes simpler because you have fewer error sources 
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Abbreviations/Acronyms

AM  – Amplitude Modulation
ATE  – Automatic Test Equipment
DUT – Device Under Test
RF  – Radio Frequency
UUT  – Unit Under Test

and uncertainty contributions to consider than with traditional RF 
calibration systems.

More than just an RF calibrator

Many applications in R&D, manufacturing test and ATE need better 
performance than a general purpose signal generator can offer. If 
wide frequency coverage, frequency resolution, low harmonics, phase 
noise and spurious content, signal level and attenuation accuracy, 
and/or dynamic range are critical parameters, this instrument is the 
ideal solution.

Cut the cost of your RF calibration system in half

As the central instrument in a high performance RF spectrum analyser 
calibration system, the instrument can cut your costs in half or even 
more. It replaces all of these parts of a ‘typical’ RF calibration system:
• Up to five signal sources (from audio/ function generators to RF 

and microwave signal generators and low phase noise sources)
• Power meters
• Power sensors
• Step attenuators
• Filters
• Pads
• Couplers
• 300 MHz frequency counter

It not only reduces the initial cost and time to purchase, install and 
configure RF system components, but it also reduces the costs to 
maintain and calibrate all of that equipment. 

For many spectrum analyser models operating below 27 GHz, 
as well as for most power sensors, this can be used to perform the 
entire calibration. It is also easier to transport than a heavy rack of 
equipment and accessories, making it the optimum solution for on-
site calibration.

No need for additional power meters,  
function generators or counters

The integrated dual power meter readout enables you to use the 
96270A as a power meter and perform RF calibrations, without re-
quiring a separate power meter. You can replace the 40 GHz power 
sensor included with the 96270A/HF model with a different compat-
ible model, for power measurements at frequencies up to 67 GHz. 

The 96270A Reference Source’s internal modulation capability 
makes it suitable for applications that require precision modulation to 
be applied to the output signal, such as modulation analyser calibra-
tion and spectrum analyser sweep time testing using an AM signal 
with more accurate modulation rates. You do not need additional 
function generators as a low frequency modulation source—the 
96270A delivers it all. The integrated 300 MHz frequency counter 
lets you reduce the number of instruments required for RF calibra-
tion even further.

Flexible configurations match your needs and budget

A variety of models, options and accessories enable you to purchase 
the performance you need, then add items later as your needs 
change and grow. The basic 96270A Reference Source comes with 
a 50 ohm leveling head. The 96270A/75 includes both the 50 ohm 
and a 75 ohm head. 

The leveling head provides levelled, deep attenuation, modula-
tion and low phase noise signals to 4 GHz, covering 80 % of the test 
points of any frequency spectrum analyser—including high frequency 
models—and for linearity calibration of power sensors. Signals at 
frequencies from 1 mHz to 27 GHz are also available from the 96270A 
front panel microwave output, at level accuracies comparable with 
most general purpose signal generators. 

The 96270A/HF Reference Source includes a high frequency 
leveling kit comprised of a 40 GHz power sensor and Agilent 11667B 
splitter, plus a metrology-grade microwave cable and precision 
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APC-3.5 millimeter adapter. This configuration, using the 96270A 
Microwave output, enables you to calibrate spectrum analysers, 
power sensors and high frequency oscilloscope bandwidths in the 
1 kHz to 27 GHz range. 

The power sensor and splitter provide the 96270A with fully au-
tomatic feedback that enables it to deliver precision, levelled, high 
purity signals, just as you set them on the  front panel, at the splitter 
output port reference plane and UUT input connection.

Typical RF and microwave calibration  
signal requirements

In general, the signals required in RF and microwave calibration can 
be split into two ranges: at a relatively narrow range of lower frequen-
cies over a wide amplitude range; and at relatively high amplitudes 
from low to very high frequencies. For example, frequency response 
calibration of spectrum analysers and power sensors is typically per-
formed throughout the instrument’s entire frequency range, requiring 
low and high frequencies. Usually these signals are only needed at 
relatively high levels. High frequency oscilloscope bandwidth testing 
requires high frequency signals, but also includes some lower levels. 
Linearity (scale fidelity) and attenuator accuracy calibration of spec-
trum analysers and linearity testing of power sensors are performed 
at relatively low frequencies over a very large amplitude range, often 
a dynamic range of 80 dB or more.

Typically the majority (over 80 %) of high frequency spectrum 
analyser test points are below 4 GHz. It is designed to optimally and 
efficiently address these differing requirements by delivering high 
purity wide dynamic range accurate level, attenuation and modulation 
signals via its levelling head at frequencies below 4 GHz; and deliver-
ing the higher level high purity signals from below 1 kHz up to 27 GHz 
via its microwave output. Adding automatic levelling feedback control 
with the high frequency levelling kit ensures precise signal levels are 
generated directly at the UUT input. Adding the low level microwave 
output option extends the dynamic range of the microwave output for 
applications such as HF oscilloscope bandwidth testing and others 
that require lower level signals.

The 96270A/LL Reference Source with Low Level Microwave Output 

extends the microwave output range from -4 dam at the front panel 
connector (-10 dam at the high frequency levelling kit splitter output) 
down to -100 dBm, for applications that require lower level signals 
at frequencies up to 27 GHz. This capability is invaluable for calibrat-
ing oscilloscopes, as well as for some spectrum analyser and power 
sensor tests. 

The 96270A/LL/HF includes both the high frequency levelling kit 
and the low level microwave output, for the broadest possible work-
load coverage. The 9600FLT 1 GHz Wide Offset Phase Noise Filter 
accessory is designed specifically for high performance spectrum 
analyser wide-offset phase noise testing. 

Even with the best low phase noise signal generators, techni-
cians occasionally use filters during very high performance spectrum 
analyser phase noise tests to reduce noise levels at wide (high) offset 
frequencies and to improve test margins. The 9600FLT connects eas-
ily to the 96270A in either benchtop or rack-mounted applications.

Designed for RF calibration

Many RF calibration systems are assembled with a mix of general 
purpose signal generators, power sensors, and other non-calibration-
specific instruments. The 96270A, on the other hand, is designed 
specifically for RF calibration. Its user interface is designed to simplify 
processes for calibrating items such as spectrum analysers, RF level 
meters and receivers. Parameter offset, stepping, relative and UUT/
DUT error readout modes allow you to work accurately and efficiently, 
following familiar calibration procedures. 

You’ll find it easier than ever to determine the performance and 
tolerances of units under test. The 96270A front panel is equipped 
with dedicated function keys, context-sensitive softkeys, and a bright, 
easy-to-read colour display that make it easy to learn and operate. 
You can set output levels in terms of power (watts or dBm), voltage 
(RMS or peak to peak) using familiar multipliers and exponent forms. 
You can move easily between voltage, power and dBm units without 
losing entered values or accuracy. 

In error readout mode to adjust the reading, simply rotate the 
spin wheel and the UUT error is displayed directly in dB, ppm or 
percent. The simple, calibration-oriented user interface also makes 
troubleshooting easier if you encounter an unexpected result or an 
out-of-tolerance condition while following a manual or automated 
calibration procedure.

Accuracy and signal purity

The instrument delivers pure, accurate level signals directly to the 
UUT input just the way you set them on the front panel. This unique 

The instrument can ‘self-characterise’ or profile 
its input to account for losses and attenuation 

of system components.

Addressing Typical RF and Microwave Calibration Signal Requirements
with the 96270A Leveling Head and Microwave Outputs

Addressed by 96270A Leveling Head
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Increasing Frequency

Extended low level 
microwave output 
option also provides 
much lower levels

Typical region for frequency 
response testing over wide 
frequency and shallow level range

Typical extended region for frequency 
response testing including lower levels

Typical region for linearity testing over 
narrow frequency and deep level range

96270A with leveling kit 
and extended low level 
microwave output option

Addressed by 96270A
Microwave Output with
HF Leveling Kit
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“What you set is what you get” feature helps you avoid losses, mis-
match errors, and uncertainty contributions introduced by cables, 
other devices and interconnections, eliminating complex setups 
and time consuming methods otherwise required to obtain accurate 
results.

Conclusion

The 96270A can ‘self-characterise’ or profile its output to account for 
losses and attenuation of system components like cables, attenuators, 
splitters, and connecters, effectively creating a signal reference plane 
directly at the connection to the UUT input. 

This frequency or amplitude level correction profile is saved into 
96270A memory, which can store up to 30 profiles for different output 
and interconnection configurations. 

Using a profile, the 96270A applies the level correction data 
automatically and delivers the user’s signal level setting accurately 
at the reference plane created at the UUT input.
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Most demanding spectrum analyser test points
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